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Lancashire to Lyttelton:
New CEO appointed
May 17 was an important
day in Lyttelton Port
Company’s history, as Acting
CEO Kirstie Gardener’s role
was made permanent.
Here’s a little more on our
new chief executive.

Accrington Stanley is a football club
in Lancashire, England. They have
come to prominence recently for their
most successful season to date, ending
in promotion to the third tier of the
professional football pyramid – League One.
The club has achieved this milestone
thanks to steady leadership with an eye to
the future, while remembering where they’ve
come from, and remaining true to what the
club means to its community.

A little closer to home, another Accrington
success story has taken place.
Looking to provide steady leadership with
an eye to the future, while acknowledging
where the company has come from, and what
it means to its community, Accrington’s own
Kirstie Gardener has been promoted to CEO
of Lyttelton Port Company.
And in doing so, Kirstie has created a bit
of history in becoming New Zealand’s first
female CEO of a port company. Continued inside

Kirstie Gardener has
taken the mantle to lead
Lyttelton Port Company
as its new CEO.
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Futureproofing our
maintenance facilities

April saw constructions begin
for the build of our new fitfor-purpose and future-proof
Maintenance Workshop.

The project started with a blessing of the site,
led by LPC’s Māori Development Advisor
Tahu Stirling and supported by Maui Stuart
from Te Hapū o Ngāti Wheke.
The blessing highlighted the Port’s history
with the inclusion of mauri (lifeforce) stones,
which will be placed at the north, south, east
and west of the site, representing wayfinding
and seafaring.
The mauri stones hold spiritual and ritual
significance, and are believed to maintain
mauri (life force) and will instil protection
and wellness for the site.
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They will also provide a physical reminder
of the importance of safety throughout
the build.
Scheduled for a yearlong build, the new
facilities will include a 23m high service
bay for four straddles along with workshop
spaces, offices, breakrooms, and bathrooms.
Creating a modern and practical
workshop was our main priority and our
maintenance engineering teams have been
at the heart of the design process.
Built on a new site, it will also free up
key space in the container terminal.
When it was built in the 1970’s, the
maintenance facilities were on the edge of
the terminal, but as we have expanded over
the decades, it now sits in a prime location
for container storage.
So the shift will also help to increase
our capacity. Keep an eye out on LPC’s
social media channels over the coming year
as we continue to update you on this key
asset for LPC.

A concept drawing of
the much anticipated fitfor-purpose Maintenance
Workshop.

She’s not totally new to the role, either.
Since December 2021, Kirstie has been Acting
CEO after the announcement of Roger Gray’s
move to Ports of Auckland, where he’s taken
up the top role.
“It feels fantastic to be taking up this role
permanently. I’m incredibly thrilled to have
been appointed,” said Kirstie.
“But certainly there is a cloud hanging over
the port at the moment, with the passing of
Don Grant. And we’ll continue to support our
staff and Don’s family as much as we can,”
she said.
Kirstie said the enthusiasm for the
organisation exudes from the Harbour
communities and has made the transition to
her permanent role much easier.
“It’s not until you actually sit with the
people in the Lyttelton community that
you get their sense of passion and love for
this whole Harbour community. I’m looking
forward to getting out there much more,”
Kirstie said.
With her start at LPC as General Manager
of People, her portfolio quickly grew to
encompass both People and Safety teams.
Prior to LPC, Kirstie cut her teeth at ANZCO,
a premium beef and lamb business.
“ANZCO is about a $1.6 billion company,
it’s a major meat exporter, based here in
Christchurch. They export to the UK, Japan,
and the US.
“They had meat plants around New Zealand
and had about 3000 staff. So, I was the people
and safety lead, and I loved my time there.
We did some great things. By the time I left
we had made it a much more modern and
contemporary workplace,” she said.
Having moved from England some time
ago, Kirstie isn’t quite prepared to call herself
a Kiwi – yet. But it’s hard to deny the strong
ties to her adopted country.
“I’ve been in New Zealand for 28 years
now. We got married (in England) and
decided we actually wanted to do our own
thing in the world. So, we left everything and
everyone we knew behind, and came here to
New Zealand.
“We had a couple of years in Auckland and
then made the move down here. Since then,
I’ve had two wonderful sons. Both of them
are Kiwis, they were born here,” she said.
Kirstie says she is excited to get started
in her permanent role and is looking
forward to getting out and about to meet
the Harbour communities.

“It feels fantastic
to be taking
up this role
permanently.
I’m incredibly
thrilled to have
been appointed.”
– Kirstie Gardener
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Cruise
season
is nearly
upon us
Whether you’re a Lyttelton
business owner, a seasoned
ship spotter, or a Christchurch
resident, you should be
excited about the impending
cruise season.

Pink
Shirt
Day
» Page 06

That’s because this year, for the first time
since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic,
cruise ships will be calling in to Lyttelton.
This season also marks the first time
since the Canterbury earthquakes that large
vessels will be able to come back to Lyttelton,
rather than berthing in Akaroa.
With damage sustained to the Cashin
Quay berths during the earthquakes,
large cruise vessels were turned toward
Akaroa Harbour, while Lyttelton took on a
supporting role for the smaller vessels.
But, thanks to the investment of nearly $67
million into a cruise berth facility – the only
one of its kind in New Zealand – LPC is ready
and waiting for the nearly 90 booked vessels
to arrive.
Our Bulk Cargo and Marine head of
commercial Andrew Todd says “tireless” work
has been going on behind the scenes for some
time, to ensure Lyttelton is ready for the
thousands of passengers estimated to arrive
this season.
“LPC has been engaging with our
stakeholders, such as ChristchurchNZ,
Tourism NZ and Christchurch City

Council, to make sure we’re all working
collaboratively, and everyone has been
tirelessly working to make sure this will be a
success,” Andrew says.
“We’ve just closed applications for
a cruise coordinator role too, which is
exciting.
The workload is now actually too much for
the business-as-usual team, which is a
good sign.
“So we need that dedicated resource
to coordinate the internal and external
relationships, and we’re going through that
process now with the intention of having
someone posted in August.”
And with the season starting in late
October, and finishing in late March or
early April, the time is ticking down to
the rekindling of Lyttelton’s love affair
with cruise.
“Seasons beyond this one we’re expecting
similar vessel numbers, if not even higher.
We’re very excited from a business point
of view, having gone the past two and a
half years without the cruise industry in
Lyttelton,” Andrew says.

The return of the cruise
season will be a boost not
only to the bottom line,
but to our surrounding
communities too.
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Harbour management
system leaping into
21st century
An upgrade to Lyttelton’s
Harbour Management System
(HMS) is in progress and
excitement is building in the
Marine Planning team.

In December 2022, LPC will begin using the
Saab Technologies ‘Port Control’ HMS system.
Saab is used at over 130 ports worldwide and
is considered to be one of the best systems
currently on the market.
Clients of Port Control include Fremantle,
Brisbane, and Flinders Ports in Australia,
along with Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Belfast
and Hamburg in Germany to name but a few.
Port Control will replace the current HMS
system, which was first installed in 1996. The
existing platform is no longer supported and
requires ongoing maintenance by the digital
team to keep it running.
LPC Marine Planning Manager, Chris Woods,
says he was thrilled for the project team to sign
on the line with Saab Technologies, which is
based in Vancouver, Canada.
“It’s been a long journey. I started work at
LPC in September 2020 and the process of
upgrading the HMS was already in progress,
so it’s been a slow-burn for sure,” he says.
“For us in the planning team, it means
working on an industry-leading, advanced
system which is used in 130-plus ports across
the world.
“It’s got connectivity potential across the
business and externally that we’ve never had
before. It is a cloud-based system, and this
allows us to have the tools to take our
customer service to the next level.
“By 2023, our plan is that Port Agents and
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some customers will have system access via a
web portal which they can use to book vessels
and services, instead of having to ring up the
marine planners or exchange emails, which
can be slow and time consuming,” he says.

Along with a brand-new reporting system
to look forward to, our marine team is also
looking forward to providing better tools to
our team. Saab has a phone application to
help staff with workflow management.
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Container hoist ‘huge’
boost to health and
safety, efficiency
A mix of efficiency
improvements, health and
safety, and teamwork has led
to the recommissioning of a
gantry crane hoist in the 20foot container maintenance
workshop at CityDepot.

The hoist, which was decommissioned a
couple of years ago after needing repairs,
is used for lifting, moving, and ‘rolling’
containers to allow repairs and maintenance
to be completed on their tops or bases.
It dramatically reduces the need for
container repairers to work at height
and underneath containers. This in turn
allows demanding tasks like welding to be
completed at a comfortable and safe height,
rather than staff having to weld above
head height.
It was picked up on a routine staff health
and safety interaction as an action which
could make an immediate positive impact
to health and safety, and efficiency. It was
repaired and operational again in a matter
of weeks after staff asked the question.
Before the container hoist was

Workplace
Culture –
our progress

reintroduced, containers would have to be
positioned on A frames or worked on from
work platforms for repairs to be completed.
This process takes far longer than with
the container hoist, and meant the team
had to call over a forklift driver to remove
any number of containers in the way of the
one in need of repairing.
Container repairer James says the
return of the container hoist has made an
immediate impact to the way he and his
colleagues work.
“We get through so many more
containers now it’s in place. I’d say we
actually get through a whole row more
every day, so at least five or six more
containers than we would normally,”
he says.
“Not to mention it also greatly reduces
the need for us to have to work underneath
and on top of the containers, which is
great,” he says.
CityDepot manager Andy Walsh says the
‘quick win’ is a fine example of teamwork
and acknowledged the contributions of
James, the repairers team and the depot’s
health and safety representatives for the
success.
“It made total sense to have fixed the
crane and got it operational as soon as we
could. It’s of huge benefit to the team, to our
customers, New Zealand exporters, and the
wider LPC team as a whole,” he says.

Cultural change is a long
journey, making it hard to
understand the progress as
it unfolds.
That’s why we’re excited to take a look back at
the last six months to understand what has
been happening at LPC.
After the Maria Dew workplace culture
investigation, LPC committed ourselves to
report on our progress every six months, to
share our changes and be accountable for our
actions.
The below report is our second update
covering the key focus areas highlighted
in the initial review; persistent dignity and
respect, addressing diversity and inclusion,
people accountability and investment,
immediate conduct concerns, and reduce us
and them barriers.
It also includes two new areas,
systems, processes and support as well as
engagement.
CEO Kirstie Gardener says she is proud to
report that in the past six months, we have
achieved a lot.
“That is not to say that as of today, we have
ideal workplace culture. We know we still
have a long way to go, and we are prepared
for a long and arduous voyage.”
31 March 2022

CityDepot container
repairer James is thrilled
with the return of the
gantry crane hoist in the
20ft workshop.

Six Monthly Report

Navigating towards
a better culture
at LPC

www.lpc.co.nz/workplace-culture-our-progress
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Kōrero mai,
kōrero atu,
mauri tū,
mauri ora,
to stop
bullying
We were tickled pink by
our staff’s show of
commitment to an antibullying initiative recently.
Pink Shirt Day began in Canada in 2007
when two students took a stand against
homophobic bullying after a new student was
harassed for wearing pink.
And in New Zealand, we’ve been
celebrating Pink Shirt Day since 2009. It’s all
about working together to stop bullying by
celebrating diversity and promoting kindness
and inclusiveness.
At LPC, we asked staff to don their finest
pink get-up on Friday May 20, and we
matched every dollar donated to the Mental
Health Foundation.
There were some seriously sweet outfits
from nearly every corner of the organisation
– from maintenance to customer services, to
our Executive Leadership Team.
Our Culture and Transformation team
organised for pink hi-vis vests to be
distributed to all our sites; and we lit our
lighthouse pink to mark the occasion.

All in all, the staff
contribution totalled
$1335, meaning our
overall donation
was $2670.
We’re proud to say we’re helping the
Mental Health Foundation raise awareness
about bullying prevention, funding education
workshops and supplying thousands of free
resources that promote inclusive workplaces,
schools and communities.
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I n Aotearoa, Pink Shirt Day
works to create schools,
workplaces, communities and
whānau where everyone feels
safe, valued and respected.

2,000
Schools and kura reached
nationwide each year, providing
them with free information,
resources and classroom activities
that help prevent bullying

5,000
Workplaces engaged each year
helping them create fairer,
more welcoming and respectful
environments.
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Our staff were pretty
in pink recently as we
raised thousands of
dollars for the Mental
Health Foundation.
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“I think the biggest drawcard for
me is going places that people have
never been before. New Zealand is
the best place to be exploring.”

Adventure racing team
tackle GodZone
Jaega and Kendra’s
team trekked through
some serious countryside
over eight days to
complete GodZone.

Spending up to eight days
trekking through bush,
mountains and streams is
not everyone’s idea of a good
time, but for two hardy staff
members, adventure racing is
a challenge they crave.

GodZone is an annual race that sees teams
of four traverse a 700km course, this year
crossing the lower South Island from west
to east.
Cargo Handler Jaega Banga and Logistics
Officer Kendra Roddis, along with former
Cargo Handler Jonny Brewer competed. LPC
was proud to sponsor their efforts.
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Starting in Milford Sound, the team relied
on a compass, map, and a good sense of
direction to start on what most competitors
said was the hardest GodZone yet.
Jaega says GodZone is a great challenge
and a chance to “really test yourself”.
“But in saying that, you really can't do it
without your team, it’s their spirit gets you
through,” he explains.
“Another good part is the different
elements that are involved. If you’re ever
getting tired of one section, you can always
look forward to the next part, whether that’s
cycling, hiking, kayaking or rafting,” he says.
With adventure sports’ rapid increase in
popularity, there are plenty of people who
are joining in on the fun.
“I think the biggest drawcard for me is
going places that people have never been
before. New Zealand is the best place to be
exploring.
“The feeling when you are three days in,
surrounded by mountains, in some of the

hardest to reach spots in the country is
surreal,” he says.
But with a race as gruelling and relentless
as GodZone, things don’t always go to plan.
“Unfortunately, one of our teammates had
to get helicoptered out. Because of the time
that was lost with that, we ran out of food on
our way out.
“That was definitely the hardest part,
surviving the last 12 hours on a pack of lollies.
We rationed it out to one each, every half an
hour,” he says.
If you’re looking to get into it, Jaega has
some advice for you.
“It’s great if you can join in with people
who have already done it before, their
experience will be invaluable when you're
learning,” he says.
“While there is a lot of training that goes
into it, the packing is the most essential part.
Making sure you have all the gear, food and
supplies you will need for the time takes
quite a bit of planning.”
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The life and times of
a career marine pilot
The life of a marine pilot
has changed vastly in the
past 25 years. From changes
in qualifications, to safety
innovations to computerised
management systems.

And no one quite knows the extent of the
changes like LPC’s Joanne Laing.
Jo has piloted at LPC for a few months
shy of a quarter of a century. It’s an exciting,
adaptable and dynamic career, she says, and
one that’s filled with challenges.
“The technological requirements have
changed, the ships have gotten bigger, the
tugs are bigger. Overall, safety has taken a
far bigger position too,” she says.

“A lot of the time back then we had a bit
of a ‘she’ll be right’ attitude. Then the Bridge
Resource Management (BRM) tool came in
from the aviation industry. The BRM made
piloting far more about teamwork and
honesty about what’s going on.
“These days we actually prepare a plan
and email it to the master well in advance of
getting to the vessel,” she says.
In saying that, Jo still takes every day as
it comes and says she still learns something
every day.
“I’m still learning and adapting, it’s
extremely dynamic. It’s a great job. It
requires a reasonable amount of fitness too,”
she says.
However, some things have stayed the
same despite the passage of time.
“The role of the pilot has remained the
same. It’s all about the safe manoeuvring of
vessels in the pilotage area.
“The minimum size for piloting is still
40m or 500t, anything under that size still

Marine Pilot Joanne
Laing says the sector
is ever-changing. And
now she’s passing that
knowledge on to the next
generation.

doesn’t need a pilot,” she says.
Fortunately, there’s a new generation of
pilots entering the arena just at the right
time, Jo says.
“This year we will have five pilots over 60
years-old, so that really puts the impetus
on us to bring in new pilots. So, we have
recruited three new pilots in the past six
months.
“Two are trainees and the other has
been piloting before. I think we have
a responsibility to train the younger
generation, so it’s great to see,” she says.
Jo says one of the most important traits a
trainee pilot can have is an open mind.
“An open mind and keen to learn. A little bit
of experience with ship handling is great but
not essential. Not having preconceived ideas
about what a pilot should or shouldn’t do, and
of course being a team player,” she says.
Jo says she is optimistic about the future
of piloting at LPC, and that the organisation
is in good hands with the new crop of pilots.
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Imagination
runs wild for
kids as school
playground
is rebuilt

Lyttelton rangatahi to
benefit from leadership
programme

LPC has strengthened
its connection with the
local primary school as
recycled wharf timbers were
transformed into playground
structures recently.
LPC is proud to
continue its longstanding sponsorship
of the Lyttelton
Recreation Centre.

The Lyttelton Recreation
Centre’s previously cancelled
rangatahi leadership and
wellbeing workshop can
now go ahead, thanks to a
donation from LPC.

Previously scheduled to take place in
October 2021, the rangatahi (teenagers or
young adults) workshop was cancelled due
to Covid restraints.
But, with Covid’s peak passing, the
leadership and wellbeing workshop is back
on the table, this time for the October 2022
school holidays.
And with the framework still in place
from the previous attempt to get the
workshop underway, the rec centre is ready
and raring to go, when October rolls around.
Rec centre manager Nathan Mauger
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says the rangatahi workshop would not be
possible “without the support of our major
sponsor LPC”.
“As well as sponsoring all of our youth
group programmes and initiatives, LPC
also recently agreed to support the LRC
(Lyttelton Recreation Centre) with an
additional funding amount of $25k for the
next three years – 2022, 2023 and 2024,”
he says.
Nathan says the key reason he
approached LPC for sponsorship is because
of the rec centre management’s strong
collaborative approach and focus.
“We generally like to operate (like that)
as an organisation in the local community,
especially when there is scope for mutual
benefit in helping each other to grow as
organisations.
“The main beneficiaries from this
sponsorship are our local rangatahi as
well members of the general public and
community,” he says.
LPC also helped the rec centre earlier
in the year in providing new basketball
backboards and hoops. They were a welcome
addition, as the old hoops had been there for
at least 30 years.

As maintenance and upgrade work takes
place around the Port, our skilled
Infrastructure Services Team are always
looking at what materials can be kept, to be
upcycled later. This includes anything from
wharf timbers, to rocks, ropes and ladders.
Fortunately, Lyttelton Primary School was
in the process of redesigning their
playground, and on the lookout for materials.
Lyttelton Primary School principal
Brendan Wright says the donated timber and
rocks look great and have added a lot of
character to the playground.
“Being able to sustainability bring in
materials to the school is wonderful –
upcycling should be on everyone’s radar,”
he said.
This isn’t the first time pieces from the
Port have made their way around town,
with our Infrastructure Team previously
constructing community gardens and the
parts of Albion Square playground.
Infrastructure Services Foreman Ivan
Grooby says he loves seeing the materials
go to new home.
“We never know the condition of
something until we pull it out. But most of
the things can be used in some way,” he
explains.
“These materials are things you can’t
always buy, especially at the moment. It
might be five years or so before we find a
use for something, but it’s important to
hold onto it.”
Brendan says it’s not just the
sustainability side that he loves, but the
connection to the Port it brings. “The Port
has such a long, strong history in Lyttelton,
it’s such a large part of our identity.”
Having pieces from the Port helps
provide another link to our heritage, it was
really the catalyst for this project.
“The playground gives another active
play space to the children which is so
important. It makes the most of the space
with vertical structures and encourages
them to explore.”
LPC is proud to be sharing our history
with the community and is looking forward
to future projects where pieces of the Port
can pop up.
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Girlboss Awards highlight
local volunteering
superstar
Huda was the
worthy recipient of the
recent Girlboss Award
for volunteering in the
community.

At just 16 years-old, Huda
Mazharuddin is already
a shining beacon for her
community, and was
recently recognised for
her extraordinary
volunteering efforts.

Huda, from Riccarton High School, received
GirlBoss’ Volunteering Award, sponsored by
EcoCentral and Lyttelton Port Company, for
her impressive community work.
This includes being a guide at the Al Noor
Mosque after the 15th of March attacks,
UNICEF fundraisers, and working with Te Ara
Kakariki. Huda also supported nurses with
their Covid vaccination rollouts.
The annual GirlBoss Awards recognise
trailblazing young women aged 11 – 18 from
across Aotearoa. There are up to 12 winners
each year in categories such as STEM,
Community, Enterprise, and Arts & Culture.

Huda is one of 13 phenomenal young Kiwi
women aged between 11 and 18 who were
recognised at the GirlBoss Awards recently.
Huda said she was shocked to receive the
award, having thrown her name in the ring as
the opportunity presented itself.
“I didn’t see it coming, I applied and thought
I should go for the opportunity. I wasn’t
expecting much and wanted to give it a go.
“When I got it, I was overwhelmed and
shocked. I just thought what I did was pretty
normal and would be what anyone would do,”
she said.
Huda said the achievement she is most
proud of is her self-run UNICEF fundraiser for
Yemeni children.
“(I’m most proud of the) fundraiser I did
at my school. Because it was my idea, really –
with the help of my team. It was sort of a test
for myself, because this is how I was starting
my own path.
“Before, opportunities came my way, but
this time I took it upon myself to make my
own move after learning about the crisis
more,” Huda said.
That fundraiser received double Huda’s
original target and was passed on to UNICEF
to assist in Yemen’s humanitarian crisis.

Huda said there’s no time for her and her
team to rest either.
“Right now, I’m focusing on another Yemen
fundraiser. I’m working with UNICEF on
it. We’re working together on an idea of a
fundraiser and hopefully will incorporate
other schools too.
“I want to leave a big legacy for myself,
and a legacy for my school too. It’s another
motivation to do well with these projects,”
she said.
LPC CEO Kirstie Gardener said she was
proud to be supporting such a worthy cause
and was glad to see other companies jumping
on board too.
“I was able to have a quick chat with
Huda after she was named the winner of the
Volunteering Award. She’s got a great head
on her shoulders, I’m sure she’ll go far. LPC is
proud to be involved with the sponsorship of
an awards ceremony like this.
“It’s so important that we are able to role
model this kind of pathway to the younger
generations, to show them there is a place for
women at all levels of an organisation, and in
all industries,” she said.
Each winner received $1,000 with the
supreme winner receiving $1500.
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Overalls tagged for
new use at CCC
Christchurch City Council's
(CCC) anti-graffiti programme
gained a boost recently with
LPC’s donation of six bags of
brand-new overalls.

Our Sustainability team saw the opportunity
to lend a hand when our staff overalls
were updated from the white to a more
visible yellow.
This update lent a chance for our
Sustainability team to organise for the
surplus overalls to be donated to CCC.
The donation came just in time for
National Volunteer Week, where the council

celebrated its many volunteers across the
organisation.
Amongst those was the team of tag
removers. The team takes a lead role in
supporting a collaborative, city-wide
approach to keeping our city clean, safe and
free of graffiti.
CCC manages a team of volunteers and
works with contractor Citycare to remove
graffiti around Christchurch.
Christchurch City Council graffiti
volunteer coordinator Belinda says for her
group of ‘tag removers’ the donation of new
overalls was invaluable.
“Thanks to Lyttelton Port Company
who recently donated a large quantity of
brand-new white overalls to the Graffiti
Programme,” she says.
“This is an incredibly generous donation
for which we are very grateful for.”

LPC’s Sustainability
team organised the
donation of surplus
overalls to the CCC
anti-graffiti team.

Keep up
to date
To keep up to date with
regular port news and
happens, subscribe to our
newsletter on our website
www.lpc.co.nz

For more information about
LPC, visit lpc.co.nz or follow
us on:
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